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ABSTRACT

A C02 laser was used t generate reduced-density channels in various gas mixtures
of anmonia and nitrogen. Interferometers were used to record the changing density re-
sulting from the N113 absorption of the C02 laser radiation. One method used to de-
termine the characteristics of the channel was based on the assumption that the resulting
density profile was Gaussian shaped. The second method used the Abel Integral Trans-

formation, requiring no pre-conditions on the density profile except that it was
cylindrically synunetric. While used extensively in plasma spectroscopy. this technique

is not generally well known for analyzing interferornetric data. The results show that for

a fixed laser energy long. shallow reduced-density channels were Formed in gas mixtures
of low ammonia concentration and short, deep channels were formed in gas mixtures

of high anmonia concentration. These results qualitatively agree with an earlier exper-

iment in which gas mixtures of nitrogen and sulfur-hexaflouride were used. Both exper-
iments support the concept of reduced-density channel formation and lay the foundation"

for future studies of relativistic electron beam propagation for application in the Strate-

gic Defense Initiative.
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11. DESCRIPTION OFT1IllE REt- (TU-DLNSI-TY (IIANNEL

LXPERINI:N F

A. EQ(LIP\IENT
A- schernazt itf thle ew-iment I-, shown1 In I eUre 1. A tuniable elcxrron butirn e.oi-

trolled C02 laser %%Ith anl l I \LOA) cmPI actI~e %olume produced pulses o1 I1' .,,!iir ra-

diation Lit energies a' uIP to 300J joules hla% 11"g a 343 Psulse width. Lponla m the

laser, the radiation e\pe.ienced multiple reflections as it passed thraugh a intr ocen 111ed

c% lindrical tube 11) im lonie. I he reflections ser% ed to increase the optical path. hence thle

laser beat, tra eled proximlatel-' In before exiting the tube and enterinu tle tcSt cllI.

T he in1creCaSe" letiethl aided Mn ItocuIICl- the 1beam:' tile III'e il e C% rarpe :c

thle beamil fr-ol Cm L ei Scattered b" pa :trecukite nmatter. Sinice ni1troemi duoes rIot -ilsorh) I').()

tan radiatian the laser beamn appraached tile apperture without any, significant U'eradai-

tion. One-third of the initial laser energy passed thraugh thle aperture and was incident

upon the gas at the entrance of the target cell. A typical 60) jole pulse entering the tare-Ct

cell had anl estimated peak an-axis fluenICC Of 5() Joules per ctW. Entering the cell with

aI full width at half maxinmur.In of' -10 mmi. thle beam was alienled So that thre peA of- its

Gaussian profile was along thle longLitudinal axis of' thle cylidrical test Cell.[ef:p.

The test cell, a c,':hinder 36 cil in diameter and 254) cmn long, contained a ixture of'
MI13 and N2. Experlimnts in the test cell, were conducted on the1L flo IenIu

e 5 torr N-113 and 5Q5 torr N2

* 15 torr N113 and 5S5 tarr N2

9 50 torr NI I-1 and 550) tarr N2

* 20)0 torr NI 13 aind 400torr N2

Thie test cell was evacuated before each c\pcrimcnt. SubsequeIllntly it was filled to tre "

desired pressure of' NI 113 and thecn brought to atmospheric preCssure (6000 torr for L os

Alamnos with preCssuiz-ed \ 2.

The N 113 molecules absorb 10.6) pmn radiationl [ Refs. 9. 14) and 111. As tile bwani il-

lumn:natcd the cell. thte at-orlcd encreLv was; traiishierrcd to tihe othier molecules 0!' l mec~

mixture thr-nuieh colliSonS. 'I lhe sm;i~tC expa1irsIu ol these, C\citcd mo11CUICul r1o01:c.I

at reducedl deaIST \it\ IIIC cIma (-)!I~m~l ~ sctitre tile lo1t- itU udInal at 01'h t SZ ti Lt '

3a



An in depth description of the adiabatic expansion process is developed in reference

S pages 5 through 10. Included in that reilerence are calculations which determine the

required absorbed fluence to produce a uinforni hialf density channel 2 in in lenegth. While

the values obtained therein apply to 600 torr N2. they. apply to the mixtures uISed in this

experimient due to tile promn-inenice of the N2 contained in each gas mixture. III Short the

fluences provided by the C02 laser were sufficient to produce 2 M long channels wvhich

were I cmi wide and had 0. 1 times the ambient density.

In order to observe this reduction in density, windows were installed alonL, the walls

of the cell. These windows permnitted the use of optical interferometers. one of' whose

beams traversed the test cell. The density profile of the gas mixture at difiberent locations

w~as then determriined by analyzing the interference patterns.

B. INTERFERONIETERS

Three interferonicters were inistalled at dif"Ierent positions along [fhe test cell (See

Fi~ure 1)~. These Nlac.h-Zehnder type of interf'rometcrs split the lie-Ne laser (633',nm)

in~to two separate beams. One beam traversed across the path of- the C02 laser beamn

and the other beam traversed around it. Figure 3 is a photograph of the pattern resulting

* from interference of both beams prior to the energizing of the C02 laser and subsequent

* channel development. This pattern is due to non-alignment of the irrors used in tile

.ntcri'erometer [Ref. 1 21 Filling, thle tes;t cell with thle \1 113 and N 2 ix~ture anld enrielineI-

thle (:02 laser developed a phase shult betwveen thle twvo beamsN. This phase sliiik' WaIS dne

to a &ecreas e in, thle oticl r itii lenu-th of tile beamn passing across the patih of the C0)2

laser. IFgu re -4 Is a photograph of' the res ulting- paittern.
Photographs wvere taken of' each interflerence paittern observ ed. T hese photographs,.

*inter!ferocrams. were proccessed inl order to determine the density profile. The processi11ie

-~~~~~~C Pilo ut red, pogrphi :c nlaremntt. dMc tinead n uniericL1 1:1aiN 'I',. Vhe Ll~ n2~c

r~On- 1t de'.otcd to dcrheterms" used : ni/til h neC eorns

*C. INTERFERO;ORANlS
.\n t'.tekrcejm s phoo~ra'Lic r' o!- ai r-ten c(diLd I''. i

* Ar 2onccr nt ic 'r meritO tic eart Ia.tI-c :;r t eticlriees

.~er uc .~ ~lrrit t" t i:cculn Ner itaro-oo tl ,2Loi~i~

* .,x....A 11 t: \ Ii +,;c .tLac.' .

.................**,..*,,"...



* Top and Botorn of inter!'erogram.
The edge of the interferograin towards which the peaks of the fringe line are

displaced is the top. The bottom of the interlicrogram is the edge directly opposite
the top.

* 2 cm reference mark.
In order to establish a scale between the interferograms. a 2 centimeter refer-

ence mark was devised and located in the field of view of the camera. This device,
a periodic 2 cm square-tooth pattern was used for each interferograin. Portions of
the device are visible in Figures 3 and 4. In Figure 5 the device is shown at the top
of the sketch. The distance from the right-most corner of one tooth, to the right-
most corner of the next tooth was 2 cm.

* Fringe line:
The interference pattern showns in Figures 3 and 4. also sketched in Figure 5,

consist of alternating regions of black and white. Although either region could be
used to define a fringe line. the black recion is more clearly defined visually. Thus
throughout Lhis description, a fringe line refers to a line in the black region which
is halfway between two white regions. Figure 5 shows a sketch of two typical frine
lines.

9 Fringe number
The fringe number was arbitrarily chosen to be the number of fringe lines from

the bottom of the interferogram. In Figure 4, the third fringe is found by starting
at the first black region at the bottom of the interfero-ram. The frinte line in this
region is fringe number one. The next black region encountered as one moves from

bottom to top is fringe number two. contains fringe number two. The next region
contains t'rine number three and so on.

Zero fringe line.
A local term used to denote a straight line passing from the left-most edge of

a fringe line to the right-most end of the same fringe line. This line corresponds to
the interference pattern which would be present if there were no fringe displiceinent
(i.e., no absorbing gas in the test cell). Two of these zero ftiinge lines are annotated

in Figure 5.
4

0 Fringe displacement.
The distance measured in fringe lines above the zero fringe line. It is due to

the decreased optical path length created when the gas mixture absorbs 10.6 Ain
radiation. To determine fringe di splacenent, one must find the distance between
successive zero fiingc lines. A ratio of these numbers yields a scale fhctor from
which any distance measured along the vertical can be converted to a fringe value.
In Figure 5. fringe number one has zero fringe displacement at the far left and the
far right. The peak of' this fringe line is approximately 1.25 fringe lines.

* Vertical reference line.
\ vertical reicrence line was drawn connecting the peaks of' the fringe lines.

Tlhis line was parallel to the vertical ri(es of' the square tooth but was not neces-
sauii:, pcrpcadiular to the ICro lriz_ c :inC.

5



D. SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT

In this chapter the experiment aid it,- re,.orded resulis are dcqrihed I hle ,ic\,

in trying to determine the denqity prolle an'.J ,uh nth The , :. '1

reduced-density channel. is to interpret the iterfCrogr n I, :nntcrp:.,:: ,

ducted in the next chapter.

6



lit. DATA REDUCTION

Photographs of the iterrce patter:ns weie taken ,hortl" after the C02 Lacr

energized each _as mixture. These interlcrograms pro'. idcd a record from which the

fringze data. the relationship between fringe displacement and displacement along the

zero fringe line, would be obtained and ,he on-axis density dc'ermined. Once the fringe

data was obtained the density protile and subsequently the reduced.density channel

characteristics could be determrined. This chapter describes how the fringe data was ex-

tracted from the interferogram and placed into data liles. These files will be analyzed

later by the Gaussian and Abel techniques to determine the characteristics of the

reduced-density channel formed in each gas mixture.

A. PHOTOGRAPHIC ENLARGEMENT

Determining the fringe data required making measurements directly on the

* interferogram. To facilitate this procedure, each orieinal interferogram, a photograph

measuring approximately 3 cm by 3 cm. was enlarged. The enlargement process was

accomplished using a specially modified 35 mmn camera fitted with a zoom lens. The

image observed in the field of view of the camera was converted to an electronic signal

and simultaneously passed to a Nidco screen and Tektronix photo-copier. While ioni-

toring the video screen, the focus of the camera was adjusted until a clear image of the

2 cm reference marks and interference pattern filled the video screen. TFhe 'copy' button

of the photo-copier was then depressed. resulting in an enlarged photograph of the

interferogram. Some interferograms were not capable of being enlarged with the 2 cm

reference marks visible. For those interferograms. a scribe was used to mark the refer-

ence points on the orignal photograph. The scribe marks enhanced the image of the

reference marks and made them visible in the enlarged interferogram.
* Each enlarged photograph therefbre contained a set of marks which measured 2 cl

in the original interferogram. The distance between these marks varied with each

interferogzram as a result of the focusing adjustments made during the enlrgement
process. Thus. all distances could be scaled to the common 2 cm reference mark and

* _continuity was maintained between photographs.

7



Having enlarged each interferogram. the next step in determining the density profile

and subsequently the characteristics of the reduced-density channel was to Jigitiie the

enlarged photographs. Before digirizing the interfcrograrns. a one-time check of the

combined effects of digitizing and enlarging was conducted I-, comparing an ori,.-'inal

drawing to an enlarged copy of the same drawing. A line was drawn on a piece of graph

paper and eight easily identified points were then digitized iSee Figure 6). The dra" in,2

was then enlarged, using the process outlined above, and the same eight points on the

enlargement were digitized. The original and resulting coordinates are listed in Table 1.

A review of this Table illustrates that the maximum difference between the original and

the enlarged copy are within .04 cm of each other. The mean difference between the or-

iginal and the enlarged copy was no greater than .02 cm for both the vertical and hori-

zontal components. It will be shown in chapter 6 that the errors generated by the

enlargement process did not significantly effect the results. The next step in determining

the density profile was to prepare the interferograms for digitization.

B. DIGITIZING PREPARATIONS

In preparation for digitization, each enlarged interferogram was reviewed and the

following items identified by marking on the photograph. Figure 7 is a sketch of an

inteferogram prepared for digitizing.

* 2 cm. reference marks.
The 2 cm reference mark was identified by drawing a line from the lower right

corner of the left-most square tooth. RI. to the same coiner of the next square
tooth. R2.

* Fringe lines to be digitized.
Two fringe lines per interf'crogram were chosen to be digitized. These fringe

lines were normally picked based on their clarity and proximity to the center of the
interferogram. Three fringe lines labelled 171. F2, and F3 are shown in Figure 7.

* Vertical reference line.
A vertical reference line was drawn connecting the peaks of the fringe lines.

This line was parallel to the vertical flces of the square tooth but was not neces-
sarily perpendicular to the zero fringe line.

* Zero fringe lines.
Zero fringe lines were drawn for many of the fringe lines ofeach interfcrograni.

These lines provided the basis for determining the Fringe displacement and suh~e-
quentlv the on-axis density. Three zero fringe lines have been drawn in I'lurc 7.

laving prepared each interlerogram for digitizin!., the next step was translatin the

photographic inf'ormation available from the interl'erozram to a form which would allow
numerical processing.

,iS
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C. DIGITIZATION

Converting the photographic image of the interference pattern into a form which

allows mathematical computation is the process of digitizing.

The first step in the process was to establish a rectangular coordinate system for the

interferogram. This was accomplished by designating the left-most point on the fringe

line as the origin. This point is labelled P(1) in Figure 7. The vertical axis was made

parallel to the vertical reference line of the interferogram and the horizontal axis was

chosen perpendicular to this. With this reference system established any point on the

interferogram could be designated by a vertical and horizontal component. The

HP-9111A Graphics Tablet was used to assign numerical values to these components.

The numerical values are in digitizing units, where I digitizing unit is equal to 0.025

millimeter [Ref. 13]. The Graphics Tablet can be thought of as an electonic grid with its

own rectangular reference system and units. The wand used with the Tablet had a spring

loaded tip. With the tip in contact with the Tablet and the spring comprcssed. the posi-

tion of the wand relative to the reference system of the Graphics Tablet was registered.

This information was then passed to the HP-S5 computer and stored in a data file.

Securely fastened to the Tablet using adhesive tape. the interferogram was ready to

be processed. This consisted of digitizing the following charactcristics of the

interferogram.

2 cm reference mark.
Digitizing the right-most corner of one square tooth and then the same corner

of the next tooth allowed the distance, in digitizing units, to be determined. I his
distance corresponded to 2 cm on the interferogram. Refer to points labelled RI
and R2 on Figure 7.

Distance between zero fringe lines.
Digitizing the intersection of the vertical reference line and a zero fringe line

and the vertical reference line with different zero fringe line allowed a scale l'actor
to be determined. The distance between these two digitized points represented the
number of digitizing units per fiinge. Reif r to points R3. R4 and R5 of Figure 7.
Having previously determined the number of digitizing units per 2 cm, a value for
the number of fringes per cm was determined.

Fringe line.
All fringe lines, two per interf.crogram. were digitized in the same manner.

Starting at the left-most point ol'the Iringe line. point P( Ii Figure 7. and proceeding
towards the right. approximately 35 points per line were digitized. (Sce l'rine line
V I of Ficure 7. The last pint digitized was tlic right-most point of tIe f'i Ic line.

."P P N I').
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,V, the points on ;le t'~i.:, %~C1\ACC'if~2~rc

,, ,= ... ,, , t, ,ile.,. -. ° ,,- •cd~ r~e . 12,...: : . . .r > 2 > .'& 2 %:.. , o 7.,, . a. , ,,4 ,.l'_

alon- tht zero frlnge line. nue d!jt .1 ...... "

consisted of corre.ring the d, -uzeC drf1C ine 1r the 1'e ,eCn Tie

zero fringe line and the howzcnal retecr.Le !hne. At tis pt i t 1% i l'p-Orl, nai' " iJ

that the fringe %.ilue is deterriuned I,,. d tan;e .!.e :c ¢ :ne A . !, 1I- : .', ":,,

frin,'e line-not the hori/ontal re : c :!.he. I h o,'i .fA :,,I: ou, .,e,' c.. IC'. ! 1,); 1:,C -I :,

writing a computer program Mnhih ,ow.crtcd dqittied data mni !r:nce data.

D. FRINGE D.ATA
FIX. f~i-MIN ISl a'~crel '~ n aln the 'C:' ,

a rectang'ular coordinate 'strn. In order to obin tiv, rc:t. ,ni'.

transtformation was made. I tis tranIonrat ion required aligni tiL i;on, ..;, 0;

the diglitized coordinate s.%tem with tie icro fringe line. The process ouiiried bclowx

follows closely the development of a computer program vhih peribrined the trlinfor-

illation. To assist in this development, the 1fo0lowng terms are delined.

" J is a number assitncd to the point digmtized. J = I for the lirlst p, o dint ini/..I = 2
for the second, and so on.

* F is the number of zero ITIne lines between the irince lies di.Iti/ed for Ii1n:k
distance calibration. In Figure 7. the number is I if R3 and R,4 were diFitized. -
equals 2 if R3 and R5 were digitized.

* V6 is the angle, in radians, between the zero fringe line and the horizontal axis.

* DI is the distance, in digitizing units, between the 2 cm reference marks.

* D2 is the distance, in digitizing units, between zero fringe lines digitized for a rcl-
erence.

N i is the last point of the fringe line digitized; the right-most point.

* XI is the horizontal component of a point in digitizing units.

* YI is the vertical component of a point in digitizing units.

* AJI) is the horizontal component of a digitized point J.

* A(J.2) is the vertical component of a digitized point J.

In li=ure S. one of the many frine lines of an interferoeram has cen skctdlcd and

ainiotated to snow the geColetry o tic coordinate transibrriation. la lma i: dcnlnicd die

0 1
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geometric relationships in the interferogram. the next step in generating fringe data was

referencing all digitized points to the origin. This referencing was accomplished by

subtracting the coordinates of the origin from cach point digitized. As shown:

AI = .1)J, l) - ..1(I.1) *>,!1 .

YI =A(J.2)-J4(l.2) (".2

The next step was to determine the angle between the zero fringe line and the hori-

zontal axis. This was accomplished by using the first and last points of the digitized

fringe line. The ratio of the difference of vertical components to horizontal components

was the tangent of the desired angle, V6.

X6 = A(.I. 1)- .3(.1 3

Y6 = A(NI.2) - .. 1.2) 3 31)

V6 = ARCTA X- (3.5)
X'6

With this angle determined, the next step was to relate the horizontal value to a

value along the zero fringe line. Since the horizontal component was the projection of

the zero fringe line onto the horizontal axis, the distance along the zero fringe line. R.

was found by:

RS= (3.6)

cos( V6)

Converting this into centimeters yields the horizontal component of the fringe data

RS(.) = RS x 2 x Dl (3.7,

The final step in determining the fringe data was to find the fringe value of a vertical

component. This was done by finding the contribution to the vertical component made

by the zero frine line and subtracting it from the digiti/ed vertical component.

The vertical contribution of the zero frine line .NS. was determined from:

PS= X1 tan(V6) (3.S)

This val uc was subtracted lroi the vertical component of' digiti/ed point and

LoU;_ its projection don tiic horizontal axis.

Vn o, ,, We"o r

ir..j ;!j .fts -1% Ij --I
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The fringe ,,al,:e was o,-. oniied b% ,iuin:pi,.m D. b :he r.iuto of im,,nes to

F ' I)

= 2S. D2

I ience the fringe data orieinally observed on the interferogram was converted into

a numeric Corm. RSJ) .YSJ which allowed mathematical processing.

E. SCIMNARY

Digitizing the interferograrn was necessary to allow mathematical processing by the

computer. In the process, determining the relationship between the fringe displacement

and the zero fringe line was required. I la Ing accoml ished this, determining the density

profile and subsequently the characteristics of the rcduced-densitv channel. using the

computer was possible. This dctcrnination was conducted using tv.o separate tech-

niques which are addressed in the following chapter.

12
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IV. GAUSSIAN ANALYSIS

A Reduced-Density Channel was generated by firing a CO2 laser beam into a test
cell filled with a gas mixture of N2 and N 13. Mach-Zehider type interferonieters were
positioned at difierent locations along the test cell and the resulting interference patterns
were recorded on photographic film. These records, interferograms, were analyzed using
Gaussian Analysis and Abel Inversion techniques. This chapter is devoted to the devel-

opment of the Gaussian technique and the numerical manipulation required to obtain
the characteristics of the reduced-density channel from the digitized data files using the

Gaussian technique. The Abel technique is addressed in the next chapter.

A. THEORY
The Gaussian technique used to determine the characteristics of a reduced density

channel was originally developed by Czuchlewski For his experiment with a test cell
containing N2 slightly doped with SF6 [Ref. 8: pp. 11-141. This technique will be pre-
sented by first considering a uniform square channel and obtaining a relationship be-

tw :en the on-axis density, fringe displacement and full width at half maximum. The
square channel case will then be generalized to cover a non-uniform channel. The result
will be a relationship similar to the square channel case, but applicable to the

interferograrns obtained in the reduced-density channel experiments. In this develop-

ment a link between the Gaussian and Abel techniques will be identilied along with key
values used in both techniques. These key values are listed in Table 2. I laving deter-

mined a relationship between the on-axis density, fringe displacement and full width at
half minimum for a non-uniform channel, its application to the stored data files will be

described. The results of the Gaussian Analysis for each fringe line are presented in

Tables 3 through 6.

1. Square-Channel

Consider a hypothetical situation in which one leg of the interferometer is
passing through a square channel. This channel and the resulting interference pattern
are shown in Figure 9. Designatine the width of the channel as F. the optical path dil-

f erence. OP). between the arms of the interferomcter can be related to the index ofrc-
fraction in the channel and in the re'crence beam by:

UPP') = (a -l ,) . F -l.l

13
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where

" n, is the index of refraction in the channeL.

" n, is the index of refraction in the refrrcuce arn ,f ".,.,: :cm c:",

One fringe shift equatEs to a phase chanve of" Ihc :- ': .... :.c .:

Figure 9. AF. is the optical path difference dlided b% the a . c'. ..

in equation 4.1 yields a relationship between fringe shiuft. A and h.l,1cd...!.. I

AF= (n. - n,) r

The index of refraction is related to the mean pelarai, ht. . vf., g.i. ( (S

notation through the Lorenz-Lorcntz relation [Ref' I,; ,

3 n - 1 3 -In+ = +. 2+2

where

r , is the dielectric constant.

* n is the index of refraction.

• N is the number of molecule,; per unit ,.olutue.

Making use of the approximation that the indc\ of rcrt::n c a ga' , ,

unity, equation 4 .3 can be reduced to:

- t -1 .

Rearranging equation -4.4 and solving For the inde\ of rcIa .tIn " "d'. p

II

Applying the binomial cxpanion theorem to cqua.;on 4 5 and d,,.ard:_ c ),ui- -

der terms vicldN:

.."

14
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, -.. ... , a .... . , .,.. -:14 - .- .- , - , - . .z : .z ;u z ., j -. - - . - .|, ,. ,,-v T- - .- , _o .-; - .:.

In order to obtain a reL:wUnsihip b e'A n , th :. \ I! !i,. e: :>e ,

a connec on bet'%een the mne.tr poL2r~zab~at".. !., de:.' ' ,,: :,:.c 1:. e
'M ICr .o rlec[1ot1 IS III-IdC "hr '.- ,}:v :,WLoba Ac .,:, .,.\ ,. . -' : "

4R[ ,,t" -b,

where

* R is the ideal gas constant

" T is the temperature in degrees Ke!'in

* P is the presure of the gps

" .V is A,,aadro, number.

So.',n'- equation 4- for the index ol r:1ratio : .. ,i:id , C,,\ :LC !1rst order

terms ot' the binorual e,\pansion theorem x elds:

3PA2R F. (a.s)

Recognizing that the density of a gas. p . can be expressed as:
1)

'0 -R I'I..)

and solving equation -.S for the index of refraction in terms of density yields:

it- I =--! t (4.1())

From equations 4.3 and 4.7 one observes that the mean polarizability, .. and the molar

refractivity A. are constants. This is confirmed b% Born and WXoll [ReL. 14: p. 8S] as they

dcmonstrate that the molar refractivitv of air varies less than 2 percent between pres-

sUres 01" 1 and 42 atmospheres. In their development of the Gaussian analysis.

Czuchlewski et al.. IRef. S: p . 11]. regard the index of refraction as a product of the

density . p. and a constant. I lence equatioi 4. IQ) can be written as:

n-I -= K/-.)

15
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K=- 2.1 *-a1

SubStitulting equation 4.1 I nto equation -4.2 vields a relationship between thle

1'rinue sift and thle density of the (zas mliXture.

AF Kr&,. - K,-p,) F

where

pc is the density of the gas in the channel

* p, is the density of the gas at ambient conditions

Since it has been determiUned that A. and subsequently K. is constant, equation

4. 13 can be written as:

* AF= KFp p)(4.14)

Defining 5 as the ratio of the on-axis density to the density at the channel wall,

allows equation 4.14 to be written as:

(a= -lK5,)(4

I ence equation 4.15 provides a relationshilp which allows one to determine the

ratio of densities in a square channel test cell by measuring the fr-inge shiift and the full

width at half maximum.

A F;- (4.16)

I aving developed equation 4.16 1 6r tile caSe Of a square1- chlanlc tile neXt Step

is to 2eneralize the procedure for a chiannel whiichi is indicati\ e of the iiiterfzrel'rarlus.

2. Non-Uniforin Chiannel

6Consider the intcrf -eroerami sketchied in Figure 1W. T is represenlts a nonl-uni1foril

channel in wich thle chiannel density and indox oF ref'raction are 1'Unc.tis of' pa itxon.
N.Y. heoptca pt hdilcrence at a position along thle v axis can bec Obtained L an

iilteuLral aloan_ Zile \ axis.

16
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OPD( __[Enj(A, Y - 11zjdA (-4.17,

where L is larae eziou~h to extend bevonid thle limitLs of the chimliei. lU sine the deliiiitionl

of f-ringe shift. A F, and ieplacine, the indices of refraction by there eqluivalence ,i terms

of density yields:

AF( V) K [0 X L D-ldX(.

Therefore the square channel case, when expanded to cover a general non-

uniform channel vields an integral relationship between the fringe shift and the ratio of

densities.

The method chosen bv Czuchiewski to solve the integral [Ref. S: p. 131I was to

pick a density profle which was cylindrically symmetrical. The function chosen. Ji (r).

4 was a Gaussian function and its characterisi tics were simi'lar to the actual

interfero grams.

-~S
2

6(r) =I- (I-5) exp( > )(4.19)
F.

wvhere

0 6, is the ratio of' on-axis density to ambient density.

* F is the full width of the channel at the half nrimumLI density.

In order to solve equation 4.IS the chosen density profile was converted firomn

cylidrical to cartesian coordinates. This conversion allowed equation 4.19 to be writtenl

as:

3(X. P' = I -(I -3 ep ] 4.1P)9a

Upon ;ubstituting equation 4. 19a for 3 (X.Y) in equation -4.1 IS. one obtains thle

1"Aokv ill CepreC-fin fbr thle 1;Kif _C shift:

17
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]"" I~~~~~he int¢,_ral i e,.'.'w l'"),{ :,,,. .

to be olratnled trtz:

A ( K, ... -" -_ i' c " - , -

Evaluating equation 4.21 at Y=0 %iedls an e\prcs.ion for the ,iun-unii;rm

channel density which closely resenibles the relation obtained for The Square d.1ian1iej.

AF{O)--Kp,l"r

Since AF and F are measurable quantities on the intLrferogram. the ratio of

on-axis density to ambient den'itv can be determined from the k ilo%%i wg:

A 1FO) 2.S

F Kp, ( 1

Hereafter the 6& will be referred to as channel densitv.

B. EVALUATING TEST CELL PARAMETERS

In the previous section of this chapter a relationship [or (5, was obtained in terms

of the fringe shift, AF . full width at hall' maximum. F. and some test cell para: ' ter,

equation 4.23. Before determining the density profile, these parameters were cva .:cd.

First consider the parameter ). which represents the wavelength of the laser used In

the interferometer. This experiment used a IIE-NE laser f'or the irterferomcter light

source which has a wavelength of 633 nm in vacuum. [his wavelength changed with

each ,as mixture used, however it was deternined that the change. Int. was not sig-

nificant. I tence the value of;. was fixed at 633nni throughout these calculations.

Next. coTsider the parameter p,, this represents the density of the gas in the refer-

ence leg of the interfcrometer. It was assumed that the ambient condition, s for each cx-

periment were the same. 300K and 600 torr. From the ideal gas law the ambient density

was found to be:

t, - - 3 14 = o 3.1 ('2' x II) -indt'.sjc., = 1)(, x 1(: ,,,, ui' ,

SI
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The third parameter. K , is proportional to thle molar refractivity of the gas nwimure.

(See equation 41.12). The flollowing describes thle procedure used to obtain the tuolir

ref"ractivitv and \ubSqequctlV thle ' aloe of' K 1'(r eALII vaS 1IlI\ELi1C.

Born and Wolf* state that the miolar refractivit\ of' a izi nw~tire is tO111 t e

weieuhted average of the molar refractiv ities of* the constituents Rlef 14: p. "'91. For tile

N113-N2 experiment this can be written as

V4 N3-V .4 V/1  3 . % .. AA2  (4.24)
*\'NH3 4_-*A2

where

An-,. is the miolar refractivity of the gavitr

@ A-~i the molar refractivity of' NH1

e A, is tile molar refractivity of N2

6 N..I is the number of N1 13 molecules in the test cell

* 1-i the number of N2 molecules in the test ccll

Therefore to obtain K for a particular gas mixture, the molar refractivity of N1 1 -

and N2 must be determined. The molar refractivity, equation 4.7. is a run-tion of' the

inldex of refractionl and the denlsitv.

Consider first molecular nitroeen, 'N2. In order to determnine its miolar ref'rzac,iv.

A. the index of' refraction at 033 nmn was determined. This Was acccemplikIed ))% II.

terpolating between the values given for 546.1 nm. l.0i1299S. and ri63 m.

at 0, C and 760) torr [Ref. 151. The value obtained. 1A029S5-l was then corrected to

300K and 600 torr using, the Biot-Arago law [Ref. 16: p. 533I.

n, - I 1,-I)

whecre

n. tiis the Index of' refraction of a gas at temperature. t (degrees (CentigradeI

*n, is thle index of'refraction of a gas at 0, C and 77oo torr

*t is the temperature of' the gas in degrees centi-rade

* l is the an1iCtt pressure in torr.

I Li% InL: per!'rmnck tile ahov.* . Lorrcc:lorns. tile IndeN of'rL i~t:on 1'0i \2 i,, i\

4 (Itor;, was deterine111d to lie P o1.1)iTI444 I).
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The tabulated value of the index of refraction for N3at the wavelemzth of'sodiuml

D li2hit. 589.5 nm. was available From the Smithsonian Tables [Ref, 16: p. 533]. Insuffi-

cient information prevented Interpolating to obtain the value at 633 tni. Considering the

difference to be quite small, the value at 5S9.5 rim, 1.000376. was used thr-oLU110ot d1C!se

calculations. This value was then corrected for temperature and pressure using, the ;amne

procedure outlined previously for N"". The index of* ref raction at 300K and 600 torr was

determ-ined to be 1.0002700.

The next step in deterniining the molar refractivity w~as straightfor-ward application

of equation 4.7. This yielded a molar refractivity for N2 as 4.317 cni3 per miole and for

NH13 5.6SS enz3 per mole.

Having determined the molar refractivity for N2 and N113 equation 4.241 was used

to determi'ne the mnolar refrauivitv of the izas ixtures. These value- are listed in I"ic

2 aloniz with the values of K . which were deterined from the pre viously devecloped re-

lationship

K =3" (4J.11)-N-

As will be shown later. K Is the link between the Gaussian and A\bel tchlniqLues.

I laying determined the numerical valueCs Of;.. 1) and K. the relationships For dep.-tV.

equations 4.16 and 4.23. can be reduced to the followingL:

)r uniformn square channel

- AF 
42,,P -

For non-uniform square channel

p. (4. 2

Kp),
where =

Tahle 2 1i'sts the vaIlue Of- ( and oth er irnrortanit px raimet rs 17or each pas nili\tuie

use d in the experlimnt.
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C. TEST CASE

Thus far in the development of the Gaussian analysis an algebraic expression has

been obtained which allows one to determine the ratio of on-axis density to ambient

density For a non-uniform channel, equation 4.27. A test case was generated to check

the accuracy of this expression prior to applying it to the actual interferogranis.

The test case was a hypothetical cell filled with 600 torr N2 at 300K. Equation 4 21

was used to develope a fringe pattern in which F was equal to the squat e root of 2.8 and

,° chosen to be 0.1. These conditions reduced equation 4.20 to the following:

AF(Y = 5.40 exp( - y2) (4.28)

Equation 4.28 was then solved for the value of Y which yielded one-half the maxi-

mum fringe shift. Twice this value, 1.67 cm. corresponds to the full width at half axi-

mum. Evaluating equation 4.27 at this value ofF. yielded a channcl density of 0. 10. Thus

*the equations developed provided self-consistent results.

D. APPLICATION TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Having determined that the equations developed for a non-uniform channel pro-

vided self-consistent results, each fringe line was analyzed. Due to the asynmetry in the

actual interferograin. (See Figure 11). three different values of the full width at half

maximum were obtained. These different values correspond to

* F, the value obtained if the right side were the same as the left side.

* F, the value obtained if the left side were the same as the right side.

* F3 the value ohtaind when the left and right side values are averaged.

A computer program was developed which determined the value of F and the value of

/AF and then computed the value of the channel density. The results of this program are

listed in Fables 3 through 8.
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E. SUMMARY

The characteristics of the reduced-density channel are determined by the channel

density and the full width at half maximum at a particular location along the test cell.

These characteristics have been deternined from a method o' Gaussian analysis dcv el-

oped by Czuclc,,ki and ",re 1isted in Tables 3 through S. While this method assumes

the density profile is Gaussian, it provides a rapid means of determining an approximate

density. Recalling equation 4.27

60 AF(O)

l1.059oF

it is clear that upon measuring the peak fringe shift and the full width at half maximum

a rapid determination of the channel density can be made.

In the next chapter the Abel technique will be used to obcain the same reduced-

density channel characteristics.

22i
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V. ABEL ANALYSIS

In the previous section a method for determining the ratio of on-axis density to

ambient density and width of the reduced density channel was developed assuming the
density profile had a Gaussian shape. In this section a method will be developed which

makes no such assumption concerning the density profile, but requires the profile to be

cylindrically symmetric. This technique was originally developed by Neils I leinrik Abel

in the early 1800's in his solution of a mechanics problem. In this section the Abel

technique will be developed, applied to a test case and then applied to the interferometric

data obtained during the reduced density channel experiment involving NIH3-N2 gas

mixtures. The results of this analysis are listed in Tables 9 through 14 and provide a

determination of the density profile which is representative of the interferoinetric data.

A. ABEL INTEGRAL TRANSFORMATION
In his short life Neils Heinrik Abel made numerous contributions to the field of

mathmatics and science. The significance of many of his contributions were not recog-

nized until more than 100 years after his death in the late 1820's. One area of science

which has greatly benefittLd from his work is the study of plasma spectroscopy.

While attempting to solve a mechanics problem regarding the velCcity of an object

along an arc [Ref. 17: p. 97], Abel determinued that if a given function, H(a), can be re-

lated to another function " by

3a

H(a) = f- (.1x~~o(a - )

then IF can be obtained from

Ssin n T,, H(a)da-'] d" (x - a) -l  .2

where 0 < p < I. The full development of this result is available in pages 97 through

103 of Recrence 17.
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As mentioned this integral transformation is widely used in plasma spectroscopy. In

that application the enissivity of a plasma source is determined from the intensity

measurements. In the development of this emnissivity-intensity relationship for Use in

plasma spectroscopy, Grieni [Ref IS: p. 1761 [ound the intenSity of an optically thin

plasma contained by a cylindrical colunm of radius R, to be

(R : - (' (r)dX e(r)dr (5.)

A(Y=2f 0  f" (r 2- y 2) V2

Using Abel's integral transformation the following determination of the emissivity was

obtained (See Figure 12)

&(r ( - r )d Y (5.4,

dI( Y7)
where is the derivative of I(Y) with respect to Y. This same method is used
throughout plasma physics in order to determine the emissivity of the source (See Refs.

19 and 20 for examples).

Typically the intensity is a measured quantity and not a differentiable function.

hence the solution is accomplished by numerical analysis. Numerous methods of solving

equation 5.4 numerically have been identified, some of these may be flound in references

21 through 25.

Having identified the Abel integral transformation and one of its more widely ustd

forms, the next step was to find an expression between the fringe data and the density

which satisfied the relationship expressed in equations 5.1 and 5.2 . Once identified, the

Abel transformation was performed and resulted in an expression for the density as an

integral function of the fringe shift.

B. APPLYING THE ABEL TRANSFORMATION

In the Gaussian development an integral expression between fringe shift and density

was obtained for the case of the non-uniform channel, equation 4. IS. Considering the

radial symnmetry of the gas. defined bv

r2 .2 + (5)
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Equation 4.18 was written as

Kp, L
AF( ) f [Ji(r)- I]dX (5.6

Substituting for dX, its equivalent yielded

&~J.*Ro

AF(YI .= (r- y~2)2 (5.7)
d (r Y)

Performing the Abel Transformation on equation 5.7 yielded an expression for ratio of

the channel density to ambient density

=_ ( 'dY (5.8)

d )where is the derivative of AF with respect to Y. Hence the ratio of the densities.
dY

6(r), can be determined by solving the right side of equation 5.8. Attempting to solve

this analytically for any but the simplest cases is extremely difficult. Consider as a, ex-

ample the Gaussian test case of the previous chapter. Substituting the derivative of' the

Gaussian fringe pattern into equation 5.8 produces

1- - 10.8 Y exp( - Y2)dY (59)
Kp r (12 _ r2)5

Thus even for the situation where the fringe data is given as a differentiable function.

numerical analysis is required to solve the right side of equation 5.8.

l laving determined that the Abel Integral transformation can be applied to the case

of the reduced-density channels, the next step is to determine the method used to obtain

a numerical solution to equation 5.8.

As mentioned use of the Abel integral transformation in determining the emissivitV

of a plasma source is well documented. It is believed that this is one of' the first uses oi

this method i determining the density proile From interf'eroinctlic data. S.l at ian Ol't!"

expression, like MOSt \be! interals is beL performed by numerical analysis. In this cae
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an analytic solution is not readily available. In the case of plasma spectroscopy the in-

tensitv is a measured quantity, and not a difreientiable function. The next section de-

scribes the method used to determine the reduced density channel characteristics using

a numerical solution to the Abel integral.

C. NUMERICAL SOLUTION

A sketch of the test cell is provided in Figure 13. This slice of the test cell provides

the foundation upon which the Abel technique was developed for obtaining the reduced

density channel characteristics of the NH3-N2 gas mixtures.

In the development, it was assumed that a radially symmetric density prolile existed

after the gas was energized by the incident C02 laser beam. Further it was assumed that

the region could be divided into an infinite number of concentric regions in which the

index of refraction was constant. To illustrate this Figure 13 is divided into four regions.

The index of refraction at all locations in region a is the same. Likewise the index of

refraction for all locations in region y is the same and so on for regions )I and v. This is

not to imply, however that the index of refraction in region a is the same as in regions

, or v. Having made these assumptions, an expression for the optical path difference

along a chord. Q, was determined in terms of the notation in Figure 13.

.- 1)(r- 1 + (ti I)[(r2 - I]) - (r - I + .... } (5.10)

Expanding this as a series of N regions yields the following

N-I

Ci= 2>(n j - l){(rj+- - (r- )!"} (5.11)

j=i

In order to obtain an expression for the index of refraction, the right side of equation

5.11 was manipulated to obtain

V-1
C - ' ,- ,+ - - - r. )

2(r, 2l{lf. Y,)--I - ,(5.12)
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In continuing with the development of the Abel technique, a relation betveen the
index of refraction and density was required. This relationship was identified in the de-
velopment of the Gaussian technique as equation 4. 11.

n-l=Kp 4.1l

Writing the previous equation in terms of density and substituting the equivalence of
optical path difference, OPD = AF (Y) ., yielded the following

N-

-72(nj - 1{r'I- (2 _Q 2

Pi2 2,r/' (5.13)I.K(rj+l - ri

This equation can be solved by starting at the outer edge of the test cell. X = R, and
proceeding towards the center, X = 0. IIaving obtained an expression for p,, the next
step was to determine the ratio of gas density in the channel to the ambient density. This
ratio was obtained by scaling the density in the channel. Recall that the density along
the axis was determined to be less than the density along the walls of the test cell. De-
fining a scale comparable to that of the Gaussian technique. ,5 was set equal to:

PC

p0  = (5.14)

One can observe that from equation 5.14, the value of J, is I at the wall of the cylinder,

ppo, ,and decreases at positions close to the center of the channel.
Having determined a relationship For the density in the channel, a computer pro-

gram was developed which extracted the density profile of the channel from the friIe
data. This method was then checked using the Gaussian test case developed for the
Gaussian technique. Application of this test case to the Abel technique is described in
the next section.

D. TEST CASE

A method of obtaining the density profile of the test cell using the Abel technique
was developed in the previous scction. Thi method was checked using the f'n pattcl 1

described by equation 4.28 and found to provide reults of,5, which urccd with tet re-

suLIts to within two decimal places: the result of' F ag!reed to within )7 cm. Talble 1.

11 ts the Ah el and test results lor I5, and F for eacl La nI x tUre Ued. As n ex01'ple of
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the resultant density prolile. the Abel determined prolile for (,) torr \2 obr',1ed rom

the fringe pattern described by equation 4.2S is plotted in Figure 14. 1he v1ale, 'sed

to generate the plot are provided in Table Io. l lauvig determined the .\ c uioitod

produced results which agreed '.itll the test cases, the dCensty proiie for each li ne i:,e

digitized was determined.

E. APPLICATION TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA

After determining that the Abel technique produced satisf-actory results, each fringe

line was analyzed to determine the density profile. In doing so it became clear that the

slanted interferogram, characteristic of the N113-N2 gas mixtures, presented a problem

that was not encountered with the test case.

In the test case, the fringe lines were divided into two parts and the density profile

of each part matched at the origin. In the case of the actual interierograms the diflerence

in fringe patterns on either side of the division line precluded a mtch at the origin. IhiS

difference is consistent with the development of the Abel technique. however it violates

the assumption that the density profiles were cylindrically symmetric. At this point the

assumption was made that each part of the fringe line represented half' of a symnetric

fringe line. The value of 6. to be used in the analysis of the results was an average of

the values obtained flor both parts of tile fringe line. The same procedure was used for

deternilning the value of F. The results of Abel analysis on each fringe line are listed in

Tables 9 through 14. The values of j, are provided for both sides of the division line as

well as the average between the two sides. These three values can then be thought as

detining the minimum, maximum and most likely value of the on-axis density and

channel width.

F. SUMMARY
The Abel technique provided a means to determine the density profile of a gas

mixture heated bv a C02 laser beam. From this density profile a determination of tile

reduced density channel characteristics was possible. In the next chapter results of the

the Gaussian and Abel techniques will be used to determine relationships between the %

channel characteristics and the variables of the experiment, energy and NI 13 pressure.

2
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VI. RESULTS

Interferourams made shortly after a CO2 laser energized a test cell containing var-

ous mixtures of N2 and NH3 have been analyzed using two dilferent methods. These

methods, Gaussian and Abel, have been described in detail in the preceding chapters. In

this section a comparison of the two methods and some general observaions will be

made concerning channel formation.

A. GAUSSIAN-ABEL COMPARISON

A summary of the experimental results is provided in Tables 17-22. Included in

these tables is a comparison between the Gaussian and Abel determined values. The

closest agreement between the two methods can be found in Table 19. In that Table the

results of the experiment for a test cell containing a gas mixture of 15 torr N113 are

listed. At 112 cm along the test cell and for a laser energy of 84 joules. the Gaussian and

Abel determined values of 5o differ by 1.7 percent. Under the same conditions the values

determined for F differ by 3.6 percent. This fringe pattern and the Gaussian curve ob-

tained by using values of AF and F obtained from the fringe data are plotted in Figure

15. As expected the two methods yield similar results when the fringe pattern has a

Gaussian shape.

In some cases, however, the fringe data are not Gaussian shaped and the analytic

analysis is not expected to be very accurate. Consider the results of 5 torr N113 listed

in Table 17. At 51 cm and for an energy of 31 joules, the values of 3o and F obtained

by the Gaussian and Abel methods differ appreciably. For cSo the two analysis methods

yield results which differ by 21.1 percent; the values 1f,r F differ by nearly 331 percent!

This fringe line and the corresponding Gaussian curve are plotted in Figure 16. It is

apparent from the differences between the curves that the fringe pattern is not Gaussian

shaped. Recalling that the Gaussian method uses the maximum t'ringe shift and the full

width at half maximum to determine the value of i, and that the Abel method uses all

the points digitized along the fringe line, it is easily understood why the two methods

ield different results for non-Gaussian shaped fringe patterns.
In general it can be stated that the smaller the dil'erence between the Gaussian and

Abcl determined values" f' , and I- the more nearly the fringe line approxiimtes a

Gaussian shape. \ review of Tables 17-22 reveals that the Gaussian determined F and

tie Abcl detcrminied F1 differ hv more than 20) percent in all hut 1 o' the IrieiiCiMC.

%)629S
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The corresponding values of , in these instances differed by less than 5.3 percent.

Hence less than 20 percent of the experimental data was Gaussian shaped. For this

reason analysis of che reduced-density channel formation will be based on the results

obtained from Abel method.

The Gaussian method was developed to provide a quick assessment of the channel

formation. From these experimental results it can be stated that for fringe patterns of

Gaussian shape, it yielded results very similar to those obtained from the Abel method.

For non-Gaussian shaped fringe patterns, it can be stated that it yields values of j,

within 31 percent of the Abel method. As for the values of F obtained, the Gaussian

method provided results which were always greater than or equal to the Abel results.

Hence, for this experiment the Gaussian method identifies the largest channel width

possible.

B. ACCURACY OF RESULTS

In order to provide a determination of the accuracy of the entire process from pho-

tographic enlargement through the determination of 6., a series of error estimates were

made. In these calculations it was assumed that the largest probable error in digitizingi

a fringe line would be 10 percent of the actual value. Using the fringe pattern dcscribed

by equation 4.28 two new fringe patterns were generated each dilfering from the original

by 10 percent. One of the fringe patterns generated consistently differed by D) percent

more than the original pattern: the second pattern generated consistently differed by 1

percent less than the original pattern. The results of the Abel determined values of 3, at

each gas nixture are plotted in Figure 17. As can be observed a difference of' I Q

percent in the fringe pattern results in a + 0.09 dilferzice in ,. Since the assumption of

10 percent error incorporates the error introduced in the photographic enlargement ".

process and covers erratic digitizing errors, there is confidence that the values of1' are 

accurate to within -'- 0.09.

C. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The Abcl method is more dependent on the shape of the entire fringe !Ine than the

6raussan method. To gain insight into the meaning of the results listed in J' tlcs 1--22.

sevcral plots of the Abel determined values of,i ":ld F were made. 1h rcl cot1l,
p

he il'otted in nrumerous way. f'Or cxmaipie i, as a twictiori ol NI 3 cot cci:\:,n Iicr
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enerve, diltance fromn the entrance of' the cell. etc. Thle methods chosen to represent the

results are 6, as a function of laser energy. Figures 1 S-22. and J, as fnLnction of' distance

frm the test cell entrance. Ficures 23 and 2-4. These two mnethods \vill provide a meanlls

to compare the results to the results of' tl,, SI o reduccd-denisit-y chiannel expeimeclu.

I. Channel Density

The following observations were made from thc plots of j as a function of' en-

eruv and with N 1-13 concentration and distance from cell entrance constant paramecters

(Figures 1S through 22).

At 51 cm fromi the entrance of the test cell ( See Figzures IS and 19):

" The plots for 5 torr and 200 torr MI 13 indicate that there is a sligH deLcrease in 0
as ener2,v is increased. One could also fit the data with a copstarlt value for J_ of'
0.73 +6.05 for 5 torr and 0.83 ± 0-03 for 200) torr. I fence an equal% %alid inter-
pretation of the results is that there is no apparent energ% dependc~le 01n th1C
channel dlepthi (Figures IS and 19).

* For 15 torr (See Figure IS) a pronounced dependence of' i. on the erierc is oh.-
served, channel densitv decreases with increasine enerv~ . \t lowx cnercies o is oh-
served at values around 0.60. while at higher enerizies value,, around o.~are
observed.

" For 50 torr the channel density decreases with increasiniz ecrgv ti rou~i the rane
of 0 to 43 joules. At 43 joules there appears to he a minimumi \aloue aind thenl thle
channel density begilns to increase. "*VhiS miimm ill !Mter beC L01nipai:C 10 I th
miunimum predicted by the computer mnodel 6or (lie Sfl e~perinie;;

At 112 cm fromn the entrance to the test ccll See I cUres 2() 11id 21I

" For 5 torr there appears to be little effect onl 3. whien encr,-, is increased. I hle re-
suits could be fitted with a constant 3. of (. 3 - 1.i ~ (I1 icUre 2o1

" For 15 torr a distinguishable dependence of- 3, is observed, channel denlit% dec-
creases as energy increases (Fighure 20).

" For 50 torr one can observe remnants of the mninimium :dcti _Ied at 51 cmill i
21).

At 221 cm from the entrance tc thle test Lcl (See lFig-Uro 22,:

" For 5 and 15 torr NI113 a slitiht decrease in channel dcrisit% is ohker\ ck with In-
creasing ene-rgy.

" For 50 and 200) torr NI113 all thle laser energy- is absorbed -it thle hecinine, of' thle
cell and thus, there are no channels at 221 cml.

The results; obtained f'or 6, are cons,tent mnd viabe. I ie lboilov.';hg identify tr,iit
sUfpo(rtiiL! this

" lots of',i vcrsus cncr~v(Liutr IS [tlrOMuh1 22) 'cl smot 1r. C". the)re irc lio
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* The values obtained for 3, under similar conditions yield similar results. An exam-
pie is the results obtained lor 15 torr at 51 cm and S4 joules (Figure IS). The values
of 6. are close and are within the statistical error bar.

To provide further comparisons. representative data points v.ere se!ected madJ

plotted as a [unction of position along the test cell in Igeures 27 and 2-4. '1 enc:-c

were selected to provide a means of comparison between different concentrations of

NH3. Among the more prominent features of each plot in Figure 23 are

" As the distance from the entrance of the test cell is increased the value of J. in-
creases. This finding agrees intuitively with the idea that the laser beam is contin-
uouslv absorbed as it travels further from the entrance. Hence. there is less energy
available at the end of the channel than at the beginning and we expect weak~er
channels at the end of the cell. The situation for 5 torr. 45 joules and at distances
less than 130 cm from the entrance of the cell may be more complicated.

* As the concentration of NI 13 increases, the lencth of the channel decreases. 'lii
is evidenced by the fact that no clianiics exist int 2' t torr at 112 c, a'd ncic \

at 221 cm for 50 torr. It also agrees :ntuitieiv with the idea that as tle nam'er
of absorbers per unit volume increa.es. the distance a bcai.i tra:'e!s before dissi-
pating decreases.

" As the concentration of N13 increases from 5 to 15 torr. channel density
decreases.This is true for all energies plotted and is consistent with the lindings of
the N2-SF6 experiment. In short, the higher the concentration, the deeper the
density channel ( Figure 26).

* For a laser energy of 15 joules the channel produced ini 5 torr Ni13 i. relan'. e,
constant over the range of 50) to 221 cm xith a value of I of(.' -- ) .,. 1
also true for 75 jOLIles. for which , renains (16S -- -.I. his i , similar zo the re-
suits obtained lor the lowest concentration of Sk( I Refl. S: p. 2-1. for 'AhILh rcl,:-
tively long shallow channels were obscr\ ed.

2. Channel Width

The channel widths for each concentration at selected energies are plotted i:1

Fiure 24. The selected ener,,ies are the same used In FiCre 2_ and allow a a comtalrion

between values at the same energy. Unlike the plots of o. versus distance. 'er% little

consistent information can be zarnered lrom Figurc 24. One idCntiihable chaIlacterist1c

can be observed by considering the 5 and 15 torr concentrations at 51 cm and 112 cm.

In these instances the channel width increases as enerv. increases. I he opposite apcars

true for 204( torr NIlI. F decreases as encrv:::crcascs.
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D. COMPARISON WITH SF6
At present there is no quantitative method lur comparing the c aracteristics of the

reduced-density channel obtained in lhe NI 13-N2 experiment. For that reason the reuits

will be compared with the results of the \2-SF6 reduced-densit% t.dnnel e\peri-!ent

[Refl 8: p. 271.

The results of the N2-SF6 and the N2-NI-13 experiments w,:re \ern similar. The
major differences being that NIl3 was substituted for SF6 in the :%,r cell as the 14'.()

,um radiation absorber and the measurements were taken at difterent distances..- con-
puter model, CIANL, developed by Naval Research Laboratory scientists was used to
predict the results of the N2-SF6 experiment [Ref. 8: p. 81. A signficant prod '.t ofthat

model is plotted in Figure 25. This figure shows the predicted channel density for a laser
energy of 50 joules as a function of distance from the entrance of the test cell. The

N2-SF6 experimental results, shown in Figure 26. correlate vel with the results of tlc

model. A trend of increasine absorber concentration resulting in shorter. deeper ch1nnel,
is apparent in both plots. When comparing Figures 25 and 26 with the N2-N\ 13 results
shown in Figure 23, the same pattern clearly exists for 5, 15 and 50 torr N113. Less

obvious is the correlation with 200 torr NI3. While only two data points are available.

one can assume that the laser energy has been almost totally absorbed before it reached
51 cm. This assumption is supported by Figures 26 and 27.

Figure 27 is another product of the CIIANL code. This plot shows the ellect oil J.
at 0.4 torr SF6 as energv is increased. Sienificant is the minimum ,i which occurs at 5#1
joules and the sharp change in slope at 165 cm. Evidence of these changes in slope are
evident in both the N2-SF6 (Figures 28 and 29) and N2-N 13 (Figures I) and 21) ex-

perimental results.

Based on the above observations, it can be concluded that the N2-NII3 results ex-
hibit the same qualitative behavior as the N2-SF6 results and the CIIANI. code pred-

ictions.

E. CONCLUSIONS
The C02 laser beam created reduced-density channels in test cells containing a Cas

mixture of N2 and NI13. These channels were analyzed and found to be dependent on
many parameters including the concentration of Nl 13 and the laser energy. As expccted
it was lbund that the depth of the channel decreased as the the beam travelled along the
test cell. It was also determined that for a fixed laser energy, the depth of the channcl
vnJ its leng th varied inverselv with the .oicentration of N13. I mt is. sho ter, ad
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I-q
deeper channels were observed at higher concentrations of N 13: long, shallow channeis

were observed at lower concentrations. This qualitatively agrees with tile experimental

results and computer predictions lor the N2-SF6 experiment IRet'. S: p. 27].
It ,nn airn he concluded t!.az zhe Gausian method of' analv%,is provides a q'.Ick

means of determinine the characteristics of a redu(ed-densit% channel. lihe accuracy c f

the method is dependent upon the shape of the fringe pattern. For Gaussian shaped

patterns the results are highly accurate. For non-Gaussian shapes values for j, diflered

from the more accurate Abel method by as much as 31 percent. The channel width de-

ternined differed by as much as 330 percent. Despite these large differences the Gaussian
method provided a quick means of determining , to within .15 and finding the maxi-

mum value of channel width.
To summarize, the analysis of reduced-density channels in gas mixtures of N2 and

NIW) support the N2 and SF6 experimental results. The channels obtained in both ex-
periments should be suitable fbr studying the propagation of intense electron lbcams

through the atmosphere. and thus provides a foundation for determining the role these

beanis will have in the Strategic Detense Initiative.
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APPENDIX A. TABLES

Table 1. COORDINATES OF ACTUAL DATA AND ENLARGED DATA
Point Orieinal Coordinates Enlarged Coordinates

x Y x Y
A -.02 .00 -.01 .02
B 1.10 .99 .99 1.03
C 1.98 2.02 1.96 2.2
D 2.98 3.03 2.98 3.01
E 4.03 4.00 4.00 4.)0
F 5.03 5.00 5.02 5.o
G 6.0.4 6.00 6.02 6.01
H 7.06 6.98 7.03 7.01

Table 2. KEY VALUES USED IN ABEL AND GAUSSIAN TECHNIQUES _

Pressure (torr) Density (x E8 molecules Molar K (cn-
per cubic cm) Refractivity (x E-23

(cubic cm cubic
per mole) cm per

mole-
cute)

NI13 N2 NH3 N2
0 600 0.00 19.06 4.517 1.1247 3.387

5 595 .1583 18.84 4.526 1.127 3.394
15 5S5 4.75 18.53 4.5 4 1.132 3.4o9
5_ _ _I 55_15.83 17.42 4.614 1.14 )  J3.4o1
20 -00 6.33 12.67 4. k) 1.222 3.6,
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Table 3. GAUSSIAN RESULTS FOR 54 TORR NH3/595 TORR N2
DATA FRINGE DIST ENERGY GAUSSIAN AN.,\IYSIS
FILE FROM (joules) (ON-AXIS DENSITY)

SOURCE
________ _________ (cm) _ ____

Full left Right Ave

Test I NA NA .105 .105 .105 . )5
966A4 4 51 31 .860 .712 .910 .$27

966A5 5 51 31 .866 .717 .912 .832

966B4 4 112 31 .851 .8,)7 .825 .IN8

966B5 5 112 31 .SSo .8-7 .8()9 .S45

964A7 7 51 75 .661 .714 .584 ._,__

964A6 6 51 75 .692 .755 .5W' .-

964B3 3 112 75 .746 .794 .67h 7_-

964B2 2 112 75 .724 .78S .6)7 .7___,

964C1 1 221 75 .821 .818 .824 .S21

963A4 4 51 45 .805 .856 .697 so

963A5 5 51 45 .834 .880 .728 .81

963B2 2 112 45 .765 .820 ._2 _

963B 3 112 45 .S14 .S06 .w,3 -
963C2 2 2-21 45 .882 .S41 .91)6

962A4 4 51 57 .834 .885 .096 .,_,,,

962A5 5 51 57 .770 .828 .654 .7_, _

962B2 2 112 57 .800 .838 .739 .72

962B5 5 112 57 .842 .893 .65 .S l)

962C1 1 221 57 .900 .911 .884 .,_, ___, _
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Table 4. GAUSSIAN RESULTS FOR 15 TORR NH3/585 TORR N2

DATA FRINGE DIST ENERGY GA.,USSIAN AN.kI. YSIS
FILE FROM (joules) (ON-AXIS DENSITY)

SOURCE
(cm)

Full Left Right Ave

Test 1 NA NA .109 .109 .109 .1()9
960A6 6 51 36 .620 .683 .529 .609

960A5 5 51 36 .619 .673 .543 .612
960132 2 112 36 .703 .747 .639 .696960B5 _5 112 36 .735 .7S3 .660 726

96_C2 2 221 16 .912 .9_5 .918 .01

959.-\7 7 l -16 .622 .685.5 9. 2
959A\6 6 51 46 .6_48 .71S_.54 .i_14

959B1 1 112 46 .674 .733 .5___ .662

959B2 112 46 .698 .716 .61 .069

959C2 2 221 46 .888 .904 ,866 .S6

958A4 4 51 4 .313 .229 .381 .3)S

958A6 6 51 84 .414 .312 .490 4 (5

95SB3 3 112 4 .67 .713 .42 .527

95B4 4 112 44 .976 .716 .971 .97,

-" 39
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Table 5. GAUSSIAN RESULTS FOR 15 TORR NH3/585 TORR N2

DATA FRINGE DIST ENERGY GALUSSIAN ANALYSIS
FILE FROM (joules) (ON-AXIS DENSITY)

SOURCE
_____ ______ (cm) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

______ ______________Full Left Rialit _Ave

Test 1 NA NA .109 .109 .109 .109

957A4 4 51 84 .26 5 .325 .193 .201

957A:-5 5 51 841 .217 .298 .114 .210)
957134 4 112 S4 .588 .629 .537 .-;76

957137 7 112 84 .594 .63 1 .550) .592
956A-1 4 51 57 .357 .33.317 .356

956A6 6 51 5 7 .361 .395 .323.16
96133 31 112 57 .654 .68-4 .619o5

956136 6 112 57 .654 .702 .5S7 .64S
9 95 6C 2 2 221 57 S835 .793 S863 .830

955A4 4 51 61 .275 .353 .176 .268
955A6 6 51 61 .398 .457 .325 .393

9B2 2 H12 61 .647 .074 .616 .646

9515 5 112 61 .6 3 .66' .6P .6333
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Table 6. GAUSSIAN RESULTS FOR 50 TORR NH3/550 TORR N2

DAFA FRINGE DIST ENERGY GAUSSIANANALYSIS
FILE FROM (joules) (ON-AXIS DENSITY,

SOURCE
(cm)

Full Left Right Ave

Test 1 NA NA .124 .124 .124 .124

877B5 5 112 63 .816 .847 .768 .810

S77B4 4 112 63 .814 .815 .S13 .814

S77A6 6 51 63 .484 .513 .452 .4S3

877A5 5 51 63 .433 .490 .363 .429

878B7 7 112 76 .761 .790 .724 .7_58

878B8 8 112 76 .769 .795 .737 .0
87SA7 7 51 76 .478 .432 .518 .47/6

878A6 6 51 76 .515 .477 .547 .513

879B6 6 112 72 .797 .777 .813 .796

879B5 5 112 72 .761 .784 .732 .759

879A5 5 51 72 .521 .521 ..21 .521

879A4 4 51 72 .554 .570 .537 .554

S,0B7 7 112 73 .7S5 .770 .798 .7S4

880B6 6 112 73 .765 .752 .777 .765
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Table 7. GAUSSIAN RESULTS FOR 50 TORR NH3/550 TORR N2

DATA FRINGE DIST ENERGY GAUSSIAN ANALYSIS
FILE FROM (joules) (ON-AXIS DENSITY)

SOURCE
_cm)

Full Left Right Ave

Test 1 NA NA .124 .124 .124 .124

973B2 2 112 12 .830 .856 .793 .826
973B1 1 112 12 .854 .898 .740 .8340

973A4 4 51 12 .641 .610 .666 .639

973A5 5 51 12 .683 .665 .700 .683
974B5 5 112 39 .7S0 .882 .713 .772

974B2 2 112 39 .718 .762 .653 .711

974A7 7 51 39 .439 .438 .441 .439

974A6 6 51 39 .417 .414 .419 .417

976B3 3 112 42 .720 .774 .632 .701

976B2 2 112 39 .703 .778 .557 .661

976A5 5 51 42 .439 .352 .506 .422

976A4 4 51 42 .345 .259 .413 5

Q77B5 5 112 4.3 .7S0 .830 .6,8 .7;1

977B4 4 112 4, .739 .797 .635 .716

977A3 3 51 43 .636 .452 .727 .59

977A2 2 51 43 .567 1 .400 .661 .5lo _

Table 8. GAUSSIAN RESULTS FOR 200 TORR NH3/400 TORR N2

DATA FRINGE DIST ENERGY GAUSSIAN ANALYSIS
FILE FROM (joules) (ON-AXIS DENSITY)

SOURCE
(cm)

lFull L.eft Right Ave

Test I NA NA .182 .182 .182 .1$2

874A6 6 51 118 .893 .897 .888
874A5 5, 51 I IS .882 .85 .S91) .X,)

S 6,. . 51 2 3 .S 8 . _) .8,84 .Ss ,

$76.\4 4 51 2T 3 .895 .897 5.2 .8~5
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Table 9. ABEL RESULTS FOR -5 TORR NH3/595 TORR N2

DATA FRINGE DIST ENERGY ABELANA\LYSIS
FILE FROM (joules) ON-AXIS DENSITY)

SOURCE

Left Right A ve
Test 1 NA NA .102 .102 .102

966A4 4 51 31 .662 .733 .697
966A5 5 51 31 .638 .773 .75

966B4 4 112 31 .856 .752 .804

966B5 5 112 31 .889 .724 .806

964A7 7 51 75 .713 .52S .621

904A6 6 51 75 .716 .609 .663

96483 3 112 75 .759 .581 .670

964B2 2 112 75 .799 .565 .622

964C1 1 221 75 .585 .S4Q .713

963A4 4 51 45 .741 .716 .728

963A5 5 51 45 .840 .764 .802

96332 2 112 45 .829 .608 .719

963B3 3 112 45 .806 .o39 .723

963C2 2 221 -45 .787 .894 .S40

962A4 4 51 57 .676 .(8o .17S

962.\ 5 5 51 57 .731 .591 .6o[

96212 2 112 57 .828 .774 .S01
962B5 5 112 57 .864 .647 .756

962C 1 1 221 57 .874 .860 .867
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Table 10. ABEL RESULTS FOR 15 TORR NH3/585 TORR N2

DATA FRINGE DIST ENERGY :\1EI- A -NA L YSIS
FILE FROM iloules) (ON-AXIS DENSITY)

SOLRCE
(cm) __

Left Rzht .-\%e

Test 1 NA N.-\ .106 .1oo6 .106
960A6 6 51 36 .605 .49 .552
960A5 51 36 .642 .53o .5S9
t(6-B 2 2 112 36 .684 .59) .637

960B5 5 112 36 .686 .636 .661

960C2 2 221 36 .888 .905 .S 7

959A7 7 51 46 ..2_ .4 _ -
5.A{6 6 ;1 46 .72o .56o.

959B 1 1 112 46 .663 .5- 4 .60l2
959B2 2 112 .46 .687 .716 .702

959C2 ,2 221 46 .901 .80}3 .852

958A4 4 51 84 .226 .382 .,05
958A6 6 51 84 .387 .310 .3-48
95SB3 3 112 S4 .5I0 .3'1 .-45
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Table 11. ABEL RESULTS FOR 15 TORR NH3/I585 TORR N2

DATA FRINGE DISF ENERGiY A-B I "L A LYSIS
FILE FROM (joules) (ON-AXIS DENSITY)

SOURCE
icm)

Left Right ave
rest I NA NA .106 .106 .106

957A4 4 51 84 .392 .120 .256

957A5 5 51 84 .33o .051 .190
957B34 4 112 84 .580 .553 .56

957B7 7 112 S4 .62S .533 .581
956A4 4 51 57 .419 .256 .337

956.6 6 51 57 .460 .236 .,-48:
956B3 3 112 57 .661 .611 .o36

95;oB6 6 112 57 .687 .483

956C2 2 221 57 .713 .818 .766

955A4 4 51 61 .412 .006 .209
955A6 6 51 61 .396 .232

955B2 2 112 61 .594 .501 .548

955135 5 112 61 .2 .511 .532

IS



Table 12. ABEL RESULTS FOR 50 TORR NH3/55() TORR N2

)\TA FRINGEI DISI I.NLI.', .R\BI'L A.\ YSIS
FILE FROMI ( jOUIC\ (ON-.XXIS )LN SI I Y

l SO RCL

1. ef l iih ..\,

Test I NA N.\ .121 .121 .1211

877B5 4 112 63 .867 .783 .2

S77B-4 4 112 63 .Sl5 .7S3 .-,3
$77A6 6 51 0 () I ". ..- .".4

877A3 5 51 63 .4.)2 .... 92
S7SB7 7 112 76 .7SI .572 .6

S- I S 112 -6 -- .-

S -S..\ " 7 76 .-3S . ,1 ,-")'

.7SA,, 6 51 76 .469 61 .515
879B6 0 112 72 .765 .726 .746

879B5 .5 112 72 .793 .7413 .7o,_,;

S79A5 5 51 72 S56 .564 7

Q 9A4 -1 51 72 .542 .... 547
,SflB7 112 .73.

13 06 ]6 112 O3S5 .64 I_______
().\6 j 6 51 7 .675 .5-47 7(,
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Table 13. ABEL RESULTS FOR 50 TORR NH3/550 TORR N2

DATA FRINGE DIST ENERGY ABEL ANALYSIS
FILE FROM (joules) (ON-AXIS DENSITY)

SOURCE
(cm)

Left Rihit Ave

Test I NA NA .121 .121 .121

973B2 2 112 12 .7S8 .679 .733

973B1 1 112 .12 .860 .625 .743

973A4 4 51 12 .56S .620 .;95

973A5 5 51 12 .666 .721 .694

974B5 5 112 39 .772 .618 .695

974B2 2 112 39 .705 .636 .670

974A7 7 51 3 .4 .35 .3,7
974A6 6 51 39 .368 .276 ,322

976A5 5 51 42 .310 .464 .387

976A4 4 51 42 .036 .317 .. 177

976B3 3 112 42 .653 .524 .589

976B2 2 112 42 .683 .446 .564

977A3 3 51 43 372 •549 .411

977A2 2 51 43 .324 .437 .381

9771 5 5 112 43 .637 .641 .639

977B4 4 112 43 .656 .572 .614
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Table 14. ABEL RESULTS FOR 200 TORR NH3i400 TORR N2

DATA FRINGE DIST ENERGY ABEL ANAIYSIS
FILE FROM (joules) iON-AXIS DENSITY)

SOLRCE
(cm)

Left Right Ave
Test I NA N A .179 .179 .179
874A6 6 51 118 .8s0 .833 .S57

874A5 5 51 118 .850 .848 .849
876A5 5 51 0 .8_0 .SO .81()

876A4 4 51 2)3 .700 .855 .777

Table 15. SUMMARY OF TEST CASE RESULTS

Pressure (torr) K (x E-23 Channel Density (o) Full Width at IIalf Min;
cubic cm F (cm)
per mole-
cule)

NH3 N2 Abel fest Abel Test

0 600 1.1247 .102 .100 1.60 1.67

5 _595 1.127 .1()2 .105 1.60 1.67

15 58.5 1. 132 .1()6 .109 1.60 1.67
5-C 550 1.149 .121 .124 1.j0 1.o7

200 4,o 1.222 .179 .182 1.60 1.67

I



Table 16. DENSITY PROFILE OF 600 TORR N2 (ABEL)
Left Side I Right Side
Dist from Origin On-Axis Density Dist from Origin O n-Axis Dle::.tv
(cm) (cm)
2.20 1.00 2.20 1.0)

1.56 0.95 1.56 0.95

1.30 0.88 1.30 0.88

1.14 0.79 1.14 0.79

1.01 0.70 1.01 0.70
0.89 0.62 0.89 0.62

0.78 0.54 0.78 0.54

0.66 0.47 0.66 0.47
0.55 0.37 0.55 .i7

0.43 0.28 0.43 Q.28
0.26 0.22 0.26 0.22

0.00 0.10 0.00 0.I1
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Iable 17. SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR 5 TORR NH3

Energy Dist ON-AXIS I)ENSITY 5 d ) Full Width at I lal n M F
(joules) 1rom

Source
(cm i

Abel 4- Gauss -4- A%)' Abel + Gauss - A",

31 51 .71 .06 .S6 0.0 21.1 .36 .03 1.55 .o6 330.6
45 51 .77 .05 .82 .02 5.2 .73 .17 1.39 .13 90.4

57 51 .68 .o6 .80 .03 17.6 .50 .02 1.48 .26 190.0
75 51 .65 .09 .68 .02 4.6 .79 .05 1.11 .04 40.5

31 112 .81 .08 .85 0.0 4.9 .48 .07 .81 .03 68.8

45 112 .73 .11 .79 .03 8.2 .SQ .05 1.17 .24 46.3

57 112 .7s .ok .82 .02 5.1 .88 .17 1.1! .2 6o.2
75 112 .69 .12 .74 .01 7.2 .93 .11 1.19 . I .0

45 221 .85 .05 S8 .04 3.4 .42 'NA NA ,N 5.7

57 221 .87 .07 .90 .02 3.4 .45 .03 .96 .18 46.8

75 221 .72 .12 .82 .05 13.9 .45 NA .87 NA

Table 18. SUlMMARY OF RESULTS FOR 15 TORR NH3

Energy Dist ON-AXIS DENSIFY (, ) Full Width at Half Min (F
(joules) from

Source
(cm)

Abel + Gauss + A" Abel ± Gauss + AQ

36 51 .58 .06 .62 .01 6.9 .77 ..5 1.14 .03 -18.1

46 51 .o3 .11 .64 .02 1.6 .79 .02 1.04 .0)7 311.7
,- 51 .36 .11 .36 .01 4.0) .83 .01 .95 .0 14.5

61 1 .28 .18 ..-4 .09 21.4 .73 .8 .89 .' 2.
4 3 .08 .3, .47 12 " .95 07 1.21 .16

S14 51 .24 .16 .24 .03 4.W .88 .03 .94 0.0 6.S

4 .,
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Table 19. SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR 15 TORR NH3

Energy Dist ON-AXIS DENSITY (6,) Full Width at Half Nin (F
(joules) trom

Source
(cm)

Abel + Gauss + A% Abel + Gauss + A0 o

36 112 .66 .04 .72 .02 9.1 .70 .07 1.17 0.5 67.1

46 112 .66 .08 .69 .01 4.6 .78 .20 .91 .15 16.7

57 112 .62 .09 .65 0.0 6.5 .92 .11 1.15 .01 25.0

61 112 .55 .04 .64 .01 16.4 .80 .05 1.11 .()1 3S.8
84 112 .58 .04 .59 0.0 1.7 1.11 .02 1.15 0.0 3.6

36 221 .90 .09 .91 NA 1.1 .72 NA 1.15 NA 59.7
46 221 .85 .01 .%9 NA 4.7 .65 NA .'i) NA 523

57 221 .77 .05 .84 NA 9.1 .46 - .95 .\ ,6
0g

Table 20. SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR 50 TORR NH3

Energy Dist ON-AXIS DENSITY (6) Full Width at I lalf Min (F
(joules) fiom

Source
(cm)

Abel + Gauss + A'); \bel + (iaus -

12 51 .65 .06 .06 .)3 1.5 .70 .16 .99 .()4 -41.4

.39 51 .37 .07 .43 .02 16.2 .91 .03 1.15 3 2(.4

42 51 .28 .18 .39 .()7 28.6 .75 .m7 1.49 .14 98.7
43, 51 .42 .10 .60 .)5 0.2 . 93 .16 1 .11 24.7

63 51 .46 .10 .46 .04 (0). .84 .13 .9-4 ).0 11.9

72 51 .57 .02 .54 .M2 " .$5 . ) M9 4 1 5,

73 51 .o2 .06 .61 N.\ 1.6 .87 N\ 1.22 N.\ -,2

76 51 .52 .jq .51 .13 7 12 .6, 1 .(, I-.

0

-0,
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Table 21. SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR 50 TORR NH3
Ener2y Dist ON-AXIS DENSITY (j) Full Width at Ifalf Ylin (F
(joules,) from

Source(cm ) __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Abel + Gauss - A Abel Gauss

12 112 .74 .10 .84 .02 13.5 .42 .19 1.12 .0_4 1(0.-

39 112 .69 .07 .75 .04 8.1 .S3 .11 1.21 .o2 4 .
4-2 112 .58 .11 .71 .01 18.5 .5 )  .01 1.31 ) 122

43 112 .63 .04 .76 .03 17.1 .62 .4 1.0S .1. 7 2

63 112 .81 .04 .82 0.0 1.2 1.05 .15 1.26 0.0 2). -

72 112 .76 .03 .78 .03 2.6 .91 .25 LIS .08 29.7

73 112 .69 .07 .78 .01 13.0 .59 .37 1.22 .n 1%,5

7 112 .71 .09 .77 .01 8.5 .63 .13 J 1.()1 .2 1 S .

Table 22. SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR 200 TORR NH3
Energy Dist ON-AXIS DENSITY (j) Full Width at flalf Min (F
(joules) from

Source
(cm) _

Abel + Gauss + b el + Gaus s +"

39 51 .85 .02 .89 .01 4.1 .69 0.0 1.52 .)5 123
68 51 .8() .07 .89 0.0 10.2 .35 .06 1.16 .52 231.4

52
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Figure 1. Schematic of' Reduced- Density Channel Experiment
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Figure 3. Typical Iiiterferogram prior to Energizinig C02 laser
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Figure 4. Typical Ititerferograin after Eijer-izing C02 laser
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Fig-ure 5. Sketch of Fringe Lines with Key Characteristics Annotated
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Figure 7. Sketch of Inte rferograin Prepared for Digitizing
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Figure 10. Sketch of interferograii from Cylindrical Gauissiaii Channel
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Figure 12. Schematic View of a Cylindrical Plasnia Column
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Figure 13. Cy-lindrically Sy~mmetric Test Cell Containing NHI3-,N2 Gas Nlixture
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Z 51 cm 5 torr NH3
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AFigure 18. Variation of Channel Density i~itfi Laser Energy' at -;I cmn from Entrance

V of Test Cell for 5 torr NI-13 (top). 15 torr NH3 (bottom).
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10Z 112 cm 5 torr NH3
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Figure 20). Variation of Channel Density Nsith Laser Energy at 112 cm t'roiii En-

trance of Test Cell for 5torr N -3Itopi. 15~ torr NI H b1ot tolrn).
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Figure 21. Variation of Channel Density Nsith Laser Energy at 112 cm from En-

trance of Test Cell for 50 torr NH3.
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F 'nre 22. Variation of* Channiel Deiimitx' 'Nith Laser F ner-v at 22 1 cni fr-om Enx-

trance t [Test Cell for torr Nil-, itopiH 1 toir Nil., (I)OtIoii.
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CHANNEL DENSITY : SF6+N2

0.80.80.8 - 0.2.
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Figure 26. Variation of Channel Density vith Distance fromn the Test Cell Entrance
for 0.2. 0.4, 0.8 and 2.0 torr SF6.
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